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Abstract

Sinking or sedimentation of biological aggregates plays a critical role in carbon sequestration

in the ocean and in vertical material fluxes in waste-water treatment plants. In both these

contexts, the sinking aggregates are “active,” since they are hot-spots of biological life and

are densely colonized by microorganisms including bacteria and sessile protists, some of which

generate feeding currents. However, the effect of these feeding currents on the sinking rates,

trajectories, and mass transfer to these “active sinking particles,” has not previously been

studied. Here we use a novel scale-free vertical-tracking microscope (a.k.a. Gravity Machine,

Krishnamurthy et al. “Scale-free vertical tracking microscopy.” Nature Methods (2020)) to

follow model sinking aggregates (agar spheres) with attached protists (Vorticella convallaria),

sinking over long distances while simultaneously measuring local flows. We find that activity

generated by attached Vorticella cause substantial changes to the flow around aggregates in a

dynamic manner and reshape mass transport boundary layers. Further, we find that activity-

mediated local flows along with sinking significantly changes how aggregates interact with the

water-column at larger scales by modifying the encounter and plume cross-sections and by

inducing sustained aggregate rotations. In this way our work suggests an important role of

biological activity in understanding the growth, degradation, composition and sinking speeds

of aggregates with consequences for predicting vertical material fluxes in marine, freshwater

and man-made environments.
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1 Significance Statement1

Sinking aggregates are a critical part of aquatic ecosystems. Plentiful sinking aggregates2

account for the majority of carbon sequestration in the oceans. These aggregates are densely3

colonized by microorganisms, including many that generate feeding currents. Utilizing a4

novel instrument for high resolution imaging of sinking particles, we demonstrate that these5

feeding currents significantly change how water flows near the aggregates. We show that6

these changes in flow are likely to affect aquatic system processes, including aggregation7

rates, degradation rates, sinking speeds, and aggregate composition. Our work provides8

a starting point for exploring the larger-scale implications of attached organisms on these9

system processes, which, in turn, are critical for understanding carbon sequestration in the10

oceans or efficiency in waste-water treatment plants.11

2 Introduction12

Suspended aggregates are key parts of natural and man-made aquatic ecosystems. In partic-13

ular, macroaggregates (> 500 µm), known as marine snow, lake snow, and river snow, can14

dominate nutrient, carbon, and element cycling in aquatic environments [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7].15

In the ocean marine snow aggregates are primarily responsible for vertical material fluxes16

from the surface mixed layer to the deep ocean, thus playing a critical role in marine carbon17

sequestration [5, 1, 6]. Similar aggregates are also a key part of activated sludge wastewater18

treatment facilities, where the sinking out of flocs is one of the main methods for remov-19

ing organic debris and contaminants from the water [8]. Understanding aggregation rates,20

degradation rates, sinking speeds, and composition of aggregates in aquatic environments is21

critical for understanding vertical fluxes of carbon and nutrients in these diverse ecosystems22

[7, 1, 9]. These rates can in-turn depend on several biotic and abiotic factors. The local23

hydrodynamic environment is one such factor: encounter rates, which determine particle size24

distributions and sinking rates, can depend sensitively on fluid flow near the aggregate, e.g.,25
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local shear, or the flow regime (Reynolds number). [9, 10].26

In marine, freshwater, and waste-water contexts suspended aggregates are biological hot-27

spots: they are highly enriched in carbon and other nutrients, compared to the surrounding28

water, and are, therefore, an important micro-habitat for aquatic organisms [11, 12, 13, 7,29

2, 14] (Fig. 1A, B, C). Marine and freshwater aggregates are typically densely colonized30

by bacteria, flagellates, ciliates, and are consumed by larger zooplankton [11, 15, 13, 7, 2].31

Similarly, wastewater flocs are also densely colonized by bacteria and protists [16]. Sessile32

ciliates attached to flocs are especially important for effective wastewater treatment, and the33

particular species composition is used as an indicator of the stage and health of the effluent34

[17, 16].35

How does biological activity of a sessile attached feeder fundamentally alter the hydro-36

dynamic environment surrounding these sinking aggregates? Many of the organisms found37

on aggregates, including protists and nanoflagellates, generate a feeding current to draw38

in food from the surrounding fluid [15, 18, 13, 7]. These feeding currents can have veloci-39

ties on the same order as near-field flows due to sinking (typical feeding current velocities40

0.1–1mms−1 [19, 20] and sinking speeds of aggregates O(1 mms−1)) [18]. We term these41

aggregates as “active sinking particles,” with the local flow fields determined both by sink-42

ing and biologically-generated flows. It is important to understand how this combination of43

sinking and biological activity affects mass transport, encounter rates with other aggregates,44

colonization of bacteria and other suspension feeders, as well as growth, degradation and45

sinking rates, yet these questions have not been systematically investigated so far. We have46

found only only one study of this potentially-important phenomenon; the feeding currents47

of attached nanoflagellates was shown to dramatically increase aggregation rates for small48

(< 20 µm ) particles, but direct measurement of flows are needed to confirm the mechanism49

and to extend to both larger organisms and larger aggregates [18].50

The sinking and mass transport to “active sinking particles” in their ecological context is51

a complex, multi-scaled process. For instance, marine snow particles of size-scale O(1 mm)52
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sink at rates of O(100 m/day) while undergoing myriad transformations due to both physical53

and biological influences [21, 22, 5]. In situ measurements of such processes are naturally54

challenging, and earlier efforts in the laboratory have used techniques including tethering55

aggregates and using a fixed background flow to simulate freely sinking conditions [6, 23].56

However, practical constraints posed by these experimental setups have made it challenging57

to bring modern microscopy techniques into the realm of this problem. Direct, real-time58

observations of near-field flows (single cell to aggregate scale), as well as dynamics of freely59

sinking aggregates, over both short and long time-scales, are currently lacking.60

In this work, we present a novel experimental system and measurements combining agar61

aggregates colonized by Vorticella convallaria (our model “active sinking particles”), and62

Scale-free Vertical Tracking Microscopy, aka Gravity Machine [24]. This recent advance63

in tracking microscopy allows freely-sinking particles to be automatically tracked using a64

circular “hydrodynamic treadmill.” Using this novel method we present the first detailed65

measurements and characterizations of near-field flows around “active sinking particles” and66

find that they can be significantly modified by the presence of one or more Vorticella cells.67

We also find that Vorticella modify aggregate dynamics by causing sustained rotations, with68

implications for mass transport and aggregate transformations over long times. Finally, we69

show how the presence of one or more Vorticella can affect aspects of mass transport to the70

aggregate including the encounter region and plume cross-sections, important parameters in71

estimating mass transport and aggregate growth and degradation rates. Overall, our work72

introduces a new experimental method allowing novel multi-scale measurements of “active73

sinking particles,” and highlights the importance of biological activity in shaping the near-74

field flows and mass transport to sinking aggregates.75
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3 Results76

3.1 Conceptual framework77

Active sinking particles lie on the continuum spanned, on the one hand, by passive sinking78

particles that have no biological activity, and, on the other, by active swimmers under gravity79

(Fig. 1). This continuum can be parameterized by a non-dimensional ratio of forces due to80

activity and buoyancy: Factive/Fg = nεF/∆ρV g. The buoyancy force due to gravity depends81

on the density mismatch between the particle and ambient fluid ∆ρ, the particle volume V82

and the acceleration due to gravity g. The force from biological activity depends on n, the83

number of active force-generating units on the particle (these can be individual cells like the84

Vorticella considered here or force generating organelles like cilia), F , the magnitude of the85

force exerted by each unit, ε, a number between zero and one that characterizes the alignment86

of the forces exerted by individual organisms (or cilia) on the fluid (ε = |
∑n

i pi|/n, where87

pi is orientation). Using this parametrization, passive sinking particles have Factive/Fg = 0,88

active swimmers are typically characterized by Factive/Fg & 1, while active sinking particles89

have 0 < Factive/Fg . 1 (Fig. 1D).90

3.2 Experimental system91

To study the multi-scale process of microscale near-field flows and macroscale sinking dynam-92

ics we leveraged Scale-free Vertical Tracking Microscopy (SVTM) [24] that uses controlled93

rotation of a circular “hydrodynamic treadmill” to automatically keep small objects centered94

in the microscope field-of-view while allowing free movement with no bounds along the axis95

of gravity (Fig. 2A). SVTM allowed us to concurrently measure aggregate trajectories over96

meters (Fig. 2B), and capture images through video-microscopy at rates of 100 frames/s,97

(Fig. 2C, Movie S1). The optical resolution of the imaging system was ≈ 1µm, thus enabling98

resolution of flows and dynamics at the scale of single-cells colonizing the aggregate (Fig. 299

D). We observed sinking spherical millimeter-scale aggregates that were either bare or had100
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one to several attached V. convallaria, a common species of sessile ciliates (see Materials and101

Methods for further details). Vorticella species are found abundantly on sinking aggregates102

in marine, freshwater, and man-made ecosystems [15, 16]. We then measured flow around103

active sinking particles using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and particle pathline traces104

on short video segments (see Materials and Methods for further details).105

3.3 Vorticella modify near-field flow and reshape boundary-layers106

Attached Vorticella substantially changed the flows near sinking aggregates in ways that were107

variable and depended sensitively on the location and orientation of the attached organisms108

(representative examples in Fig. 3; all measured flow fields in Supplementary Fig. 1; N=12).109

A typical bare aggregate had relatively smooth flow (Fig. 3A,B) and both perpendicular110

and parallel flow near the particle that was similar the predictions of flow at zero Reynolds111

number around a sphere of the same size (Fig. 3C, Movie S2). As expected, tangential flow112

was fastest at the equator, and radial flow was fastest at the poles (Fig. 3C).113

On the other hand, Fig. 3 also shows two aggregates, each with three Vorticella attached,114

where the flow was modified by the Vorticella. In Fig. 3D,E,F, the modifications were115

somewhat subtle: streamlines were pulled toward the Vorticella, disrupting the background116

flow (Fig. 3D,E, Movie S3). The Vorticella in the bottom left, which was pulling fluid117

towards the particle, increased the radial flow, and caused the tangential flow to be reduced118

on one side of the organism and enhanced on the other side (Fig. 3F). The Vorticella near119

the north pole changed the local flow from primarily radial to primarily tangential (Fig. 3F).120

Since the Vorticella altered the flow velocities and gradients near the sphere, they caused the121

boundary layer to be thicker in some regions of the sphere (where velocities were reduced),122

and to be thinner in others (where velocities were increased). These changes were more123

substantial and wide spread than smaller scale changes induced by irregularities on the124

surface of a bare aggregate (Fig. 3C). In Fig. 3G,H,I, the modifications to the flow by the125

Vorticella were more dramatic: Vorticella on this aggregate caused large-scale eddies, which126
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changed the flow structure, completely altering tangential and radial flow velocities near the127

sphere (Fig. 3G,H,I, Movie S3). In some regions, the flow direction was even reversed from128

what it would have been for a bare sinking aggregate (Fig. 3I). Again, the boundary layer129

near this sphere was substantially re-shaped in ways that would likely change both total130

mass transport to the sphere and which regions of the sphere have the highest rates of mass131

transfer. Such diversity of flow structures caused by Vorticella feeding flow is similar to that132

observed and predicted previously for Vorticella, and similar organisms, attached to surfaces133

and in ambient flow [25, 20, 26, 27].134

To understand the relative effects of activity and sinking on mass transport from the135

aggregates, we can compare their relative contributions to the velocity within the mass136

transport boundary-layer. Advective effects of the flow dominate diffusive effects for the137

range of aggregate sizes, sinking speeds and even for transport of small molecules such as138

oxygen from the aggregate (Materials and Methods). This implies that the non-dimensional139

Péclet number (Pe = Ua/D), which quantifies the relative importance of these effects,140

is much greater than 1 (Materials and Methods). Here, U is velocity scale of the flow,141

a the aggregate radius and D the diffusivity of the molecule of interest. At such high142

Péclet number, the mass transport boundary layer is a thin region near the aggregate whose143

thickness is ∼ aPe−1/3 [28]. The hydrodynamic effect of Vorticella on the fluid can be144

modelled as a point-force of magnitude F at a height h above the boundary [27]. The145

velocity scale due to Vorticella within this boundary layer is then F/µh. On the other hand,146

the velocity scale within the boundary layer due to sinking is O(UPe−1/3). Comparing these147

two scales in the vicinity of a Vorticella cell we obtain a critical sinking speed that separates148

the “activity-controlled” and “sinking-controlled” mass transport regimes:149

Ucritical =

(
F

µh

)3/2 ( a
D

)1/2
. (1)

For sinking speeds above this scale, sinking is expected to dominate mass transport. Note150

that this picture is local, and the overall effect of the mass transport will depend on the151
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number of Vorticella, as well as their orientation relative to the sinking direction of the152

aggregate. For instance, when Vorticella are oriented parallel to the local flow they can153

cause local flow reversals that completely disrupt the boundary layer structure and cause it154

to lift-off the aggregate surface (see for eg. Fig. 3G,H). Based on the measured parameters155

for Vorticella (F = 200 pN , h ∼ 100 µm, [26]), aggregate size a = 0.5 mm, and for156

transport of small-molecules like oxygen (D = 10−9 m2 s−1), we obtain Ucritical = 63 mm s−1.157

This number is much higher than the sinking speeds in our experiments (which in-turn are158

representative of sinking speeds of real aggregates), indicating that activity dominates mass159

transport locally.160

3.4 Vorticella modify encounter region and plume width161

The above changes in near-field flows and mass transport of sinking aggregates due to at-162

tached organisms will have implications for many important processes, such as aggregate163

coagulation and growth rates, resulting size and shape of aggregates, aggregate sedimen-164

tation rates, the nutrient environment for organisms living on the aggregate, the plume165

left behind the aggregate as it sinks, and thus, chemotaxis of organisms to the aggregate166

[9, 10, 1, 29, 30, 31, 32, 7]. A full understanding of changes to mass transport requires full167

3-dimensional flow fields and a numerical solution of the advection-diffusion equation (e.g.,168

[33]), which are beyond the scope of this investigation. However, our experimental flow mea-169

surements are a key missing first piece in this analysis [34]. These flow fields also allow us to170

determine directly some of the changes to aggregate encounter rates and to the plume left171

behind by the aggregate.172

We find that attached Vorticella significantly modify both the region of encounter below173

sinking aggregates and the shape of the plume left behind (Fig. 4). The encounter region174

below a sinking aggregate is the volume of fluid where particles will, eventually, come in to175

contact with the aggregate as it falls through the water column; the size and shape of this176

region is important for determining particle aggregation rates [10]. The plume is a volume of177
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higher solute concentration left behind the aggregate as it sinks; bacteria and zooplankton178

may use the plume to find and colonize (or consume) sinking aggregates [6, 7, 32, 35, 36].179

We estimated the width of the plume left behind by the aggregate as well as the width180

of the encounter region below the aggregate by following streamlines in our measured flow181

field; we also calculated this region analytically for Stokes and Oseen flow (more details in182

Materials and Methods). Stokes flow is accurate for zero Reynolds number, while Oseen183

flow makes adjustments for Reynolds numbers close to one [37]. Our example aggregates184

show that bare spheres have encounter regions and plumes fairly close to those predicted185

by Stokes and Oseen flow (Fig. 4A), while those with Vorticella have plumes and encounter186

regions with significant asymmetry and that can be both narrower and wider than those187

of bare spheres (Fig. 4B-E). Changes are particularly dramatic when the Vorticella cause188

recirculation in the flow (Fig. 4C-E). When extrapolated to distances far from the sphere189

(more details in Materials and Methods), we find that the width of the region encountered190

by the sphere and the width of the plume left behind are significantly changed by attached191

organisms, and that these changes lead to both thicker and thinner plumes and wider and192

narrower encounter regions (Fig. 4F,G). Each of our measurements are at a single time point193

and measure a 2D cross-section of a 3D flow. It is, therefore, possible that, for instance, in194

some cases that attached Vorticella cause the plume to be thinner in one dimension while195

thicker in another. Also, these changes are likely to be dynamic in time, leading to, e.g.,196

a sometimes wider encounter region and sometimes narrower as time passes and Vorticella197

orientations and positions on the aggregate change.198

We also used our long-distance encounter-width measurements (Fig. 4G) to predict how

attached organisms change particle coagulation kernels. Particle encounter dynamics are

included in aggregation models through these coagulation kernel that expresses encounter

rate (in volume/time) [9]. The two most commonly used kernels are the rectilinear kernel:

βrec = π(ri + rj)
2|ui − uj| (2)
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and the curvilinear kernel:

βcur = 0.5πr2j |ui − uj|, (3)

where ri is the radius of the larger particle (here the sinking agar sphere), rj is the radius

of the smaller particle (here assumed to be 140 for simplicity - see Materials and Methods

for further details), and ui and uj are the sinking speeds of the two particles [9]. The

rectilinear kernel does not include any distortion of the flow due to the presence of particles,

the curvilinear kernel is more accurate and is based on the assumptions of Stokes flow [9]. If

we assume our long-distance encounter widths (Fig. 4F) are axisymmetric, our experimental

kernels would have the form:

βexp = πλ2|ui − uj|, (4)

where λ is half of the encounter width shown in Fig. 4F. Using this formulation, we find that199

attached organisms lead to encounter kernels that are always smaller than the rectilinear200

kernel (Fig. 4H), and ∼ 2× to 10× the curvilinear kernel (Fig. 4I).201

3.5 Vorticella cause sustained rotation of aggregates202

Our novel experimental system enabled us to observe aggregates as they sank freely in the203

ambient fluid without the constraining influence of tethers or other attachments, required204

in earlier experimental systems [23]. We observed that freely sinking aggregates displayed205

sustained rotational motion correlated to the presence of Vorticella (Fig. 5A, Movie S5). To206

explore this quantitatively, we developed a custom image-processing pipeline (SI Section 1.2),207

and used tracked surface fiduciary markers naturally occurring on the aggregates to estimate208

rotation rates and 3D rotation axes from the 2D images generated by SVTM. We find209

that aggregates without Vorticella show little to no rotation (Fig. 5A). On the other hand,210

aggregates colonized by one or more Vorticella show sustained rotations that are visible by211

eye even over a 30 s interval (Fig. 5B). To explore if the number of Vorticella was the main212

driver of this rotation, we isolated the effects of aggregate size on the observed rotation rates213
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by rescaling the rotation rate by the scaling factor Ω̃ = Fvorticella/8πµa
2, where Fvorticella214

is the force-scale exerted on the fluid by a single Vorticella cell (≈ 200pN [27]), µ the215

ambient fluid viscosity, and a the aggregate radius. This scaling factor corresponds to the216

theoretical rotation rate for a spherical aggregate with a single Vorticella oriented tangential217

to the aggregate surface. Upon rescaling, we find that the mean dimensionless rotation218

rates are higher for aggregates with Vorticella than for aggregates without (Fig. 5D; mean219

dimensionless rotation rate with no Vorticella: 0.32±0.27, 1 to 3 Vorticella: 0.53±0.27, and220

greater than 3 Vorticella: 0.82 ± 0.50, the differences in mean rotation rates were found to221

be statistically-significant based on the Kruskal-Wallis test χ2(3) = 257, P < 10−6, N = 13222

distinct aggregates). That the dimensionless rotation rate is O(1) further indicates that223

Vorticella are indeed the driving factors behind the rotation (Fig. 5D, inset). We further224

confirmed that measured changes in rotation rates were best explained by Vorticella numbers225

and not due to other experimental conditions (Fig. Supplementary Fig. 2). Interestingly226

we found that not only does the mean rotation rate rise with Vorticella number, but the227

fluctuations about the mean do as well, with the distribution of higher Vorticella numbers228

becoming heavy-tailed (Fig. 5D and inset).229

We also find that Vorticella induce rotations about specific axes that lie close to the axis230

of gravity, as evident in the distribution of the rotation axis over a unit sphere (Fig. 5C). The231

distribution is relatively uniform for the no Vorticella case, but with increased number of232

Vorticella, the distribution peaks along the axis of gravity (θ = 0). We interpret this result233

as occurring due to gravity breaking the symmetry in orientation space, wherein aggregates234

have a stable sedimentation orientation along the polar axis (θ) due to possible minute235

density and shape effects that provide a gyrotactic stabilization torque. Thus, the stochastic236

active torques due to Vorticella cause the aggregate to sample orientation space along the237

azimuthal direction (φ), as evidenced in our measurements.238
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4 Discussion239

Our results suggest a new paradigm for how aquatic sinking aggregates interact hydrody-240

namically with their surroundings (Fig. 6). In the past, they have been viewed as passive241

particles, subject to the flow around them, whereas our results show that the flows generated242

by attached organisms change both aggregate local flow and sinking dynamics. This change243

is likely to affect every aspect of these particles, including mass transport, the chemical244

signature they leave in their wake, and the aggregation, dissolution, and settlement rates.245

Previously, mass transport from small particles or aggregates has been studied in a wide246

range of flow conditions including uniform flow, shearing flows of different types and, finally,247

turbulent flow [28, 38, 39, 34]. These works point to the crucial importance of near-field248

streamline topology in determining mass transfer rates at high Péclet numbers. As shown in249

this work by direct observation, organisms can change the near-field flow structures signifi-250

cantly, with the flow topology being dependent on the orientation of the activity. This likely251

leads to a different mass transfer rate scaling than both passive sinking and active swimming252

particles which scale as Pe1/3 and Pe1/2, respectively [28, 38].253

The importance of attached organisms’ flow-fields on mass transport was also recently254

studied in the case of organisms attached to stationary diatoms, wherein the activity induced255

flows significantly enhanced nutrient fluxes to a simulated diatom cell [33]. Further this256

enhancement was of a similar scale to that for sinking due to a similar density differential to257

our particles, hence supporting our finding that even a few attached organisms could change258

the mass transport characteristics of sinking aggregates. We, thus, anticipate that future259

investigations of the details of combined advection and diffusion to active sinking particles,260

and the resulting mass transport rate scaling, may reveal a complex interplay between the261

two sources of advective transport.262

The above changes to mass transport rates would affect how active sinking particles263

interact with the water column at larger scales. One example of this would be through264

the plume left behind the particle. Such plumes are an important source of nutrients for265
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microbial life in the water-column and may attract both bacteria [32] and larger organisms266

like copepods to sinking particles [7, 35, 36]. As shown here, activity significantly modifies267

the plume cross-section, thus impacting the chances of encounter by bacteria and copepods.268

In the future, direct visualization of the plume using fluorescent dyes and SVTM in both269

model and natural aggregates would be an interesting study.270

Another example of changes to particles’ interaction with the water column at larger271

scales is mediated by changes to encounter rates. Studies have shown that changes in near272

field flows can substantially change encounter rates of sinking aggregates with each other273

[9, 10]. When combined with coagulation models, moderate changes in encounter dynamics274

can have large-scale changes on the size spectrum of sinking aggregates as a function of275

depth [29, 30]. Changes in this size spectrum further significantly change model predictions276

of carbon sequestration and export to the deep ocean, as well as biogeochemical and trace277

element distributions in aquatic ecosystems [9, 29, 30]. We find that attached organisms278

lead to encounter kernels that are always smaller than the rectilinear kernel, and ∼ 2× to279

10× the curvilinear kernel. Experimental measurements of particle encounter rates indicate280

that true coagulation kernels are, indeed, between the rectilinear and curvilinear kernels281

[40, 41, 9]. This discrepancy has been attributed to porosity, fractal geometry, and interme-282

diate Reynolds number flow [40, 41, 10]. However, our results show that flow from attached283

organisms could also be a key explanatory factor for this discrepancy. Thus, fully account-284

ing for organism-generated flows my be important for creating accurate models of particle285

encounters and size spectra in aquatic ecosystems.286

Attachment to sinking aggregates also likely affects the feeding rates of attached organ-287

isms. Attaching to a sinking aggregate provides organisms with an environment enhanced in288

food [12, 13, 7, 2, 14] and also changes the hydrodynamics of feeding and organism clearance289

rates [42, 43]. Previous work with Vorticella attached to stationary flat surfaces, showed290

that ambient flows increase or decrease clearance rates depending on organism orientation291

relative to flow [27]. While active sinking particles have more complex ambient flow, we sim-292
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ilarly observed a diversity of flow speeds and structures near individual Vorticella, depending293

sensitively on the location and orientation of the organisms. This likely leads to clearance294

rates that are both greater and less than those for organisms on stationary surfaces and that295

are changing in time as aggregate and organism orientation change.296

The activity-induced aggregate rotations discovered in our work mean that the near-297

field streamline structures are dynamic in nature. This implies that all of the above effects,298

including mass transport rates as well as plume and encounter widths, are expected to299

be dynamic as well. This has interesting parallels to the effects of sub-Kolmogorov scale300

eddies on particles [39] and sinking aggregates [31], wherein turbulence induced rotations and301

modifications to the flow around particles can have a substantial effect on mass transport.302

To understand the relevance of these activity-induced rotations in an ecological setting of303

the ocean, we can compare the rotation rates from our measurements to those induced304

by turbulence. The scale of rotation rates seen in our measurements are Fvorticella/8πµa
2 ≈305

0.03s−1 (for a = 0.5mm and Fvorticella = 200pN). This corresponds to a velocity gradient due306

to a turbulence intensity of 10−9 W/Kg. Compared to turbulence intensities measured in the307

upper layers of the ocean (away from breaking waves) which range from 10−10 to 10−6 W/kg308

[44, 45], these activity induced orientation changes may be an important source of orientation309

stochasticity in the ocean, especially for smaller, more densely colonized aggregates. While310

outside the scope of this work, our ongoing efforts seek to understand the nature of these311

dynamics and estimates of the time-averaged mass transport rates, encounter and plume312

cross-sections. These estimates would then allow connections between lab measurements313

and ecosystem scale models.314

While our results clearly show that attached organisms fundamentally change how sinking315

aggregates interact hydrodynamically with their environment, our work is just the begin-316

ning in understanding both the details of this change and its full implications. Our results317

are 2D cross-sections of a complex 3D flows; understanding the full 3D flow either through318

experiment or theory/simulations is an important next step. Indeed, this is possible within319
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the framework of SVTM by leveraging volumetric imaging techniques. Further, we study320

one size class of sinking aggregate with attached Vorticella. Both larger and smaller ag-321

gregates are plentiful and important in aquatic ecosystem; similarly, smaller nanoflagellates322

are abundant on sinking aggregates and generate feeding flows on a smaller scale. Explor-323

ing these effects of size scaling of the organisms as well as aggregates is another important324

area for future investigation. Further, our aggregates, while ideal for a first examination,325

may be different than real aggregates in several ways. It would be interesting and relevant326

to investigate how feeding currents of attached organisms interact differently with fractal327

and irregular aggregates as well as porous aggregates. Our experimental measurements can328

also serve to validate future flow simulations which can then be used in advection-diffusion329

models to more fully explore the effects of attached organisms on mass transport to sinking330

aggregates.331

It has recently become increasingly clear that understanding micro-scale processes in332

aquatic systems is critical for accurately understanding ecosystem level processes [7, 46, 47,333

48]. Our results show that it is critical to understand the near-field flow contributions of334

attached organisms in order to accurately predict the role of sinking aggregates in aquatic335

ecosystems. By modifying encounter rates, attached organisms may help determine the336

particle size spectrum of sinking aggregates, and, thus, the many ecosystem processes medi-337

ated by aggregates. Similarly, by changing mass transport rates and plume characteristics,338

attached organisms may modify the composition of bacterial, nanoflagellate, and protist339

communities living on these aggregates, with follow-on affects on the balance of remineral-340

ization and sinking, and, therefore, the export rates of carbon and other nutrients to the341

deep ocean.342
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5 Materials and Methods343

5.1 Model sinking aggregates344

We created simple model aggregates that share many of the properties of natural aggregates.345

In nature, macroaggregates are composed of aggregated biological and other debris and346

range in size from 0.5 mm to several centimeters [1, 5, 2]. Aggregates are typically smaller in347

estuaries and other areas of high shear (< 2 mm) [2]. In all aquatic environments, aggregates348

are amorphous and fragile, have varied shapes, and are typically highly porous [1, 5, 6, 2].349

Aggregate sinking rates range from less than 1 m day−1 to hundreds of m day−1, with larger350

particles sinking faster [5, 2].351

We created approximately-spherical particles from 0.3% agarose gel by dripping hot agar352

into a layer of oil as described in Cronenberg et al. [49]. We used vegetable oil rather than353

kerosene and also made particles of various sizes by directly touching drops to the oil surface354

while still attached to the syringe needle tip. This density of gel resulted in spheres that355

sank at velocities within the range observed for similarly-sized marine snow [5]. We next356

incubated these gel particles overnight in cultures of V. convallaria, which were cultured357

as described in Vacchiano et al. [50]. We determined the number of Vorticella cells per358

aggregate by counting them in the microscopy images obtained during Scale-free Vertical359

Tracking Microscopy.360

5.2 Flow measurement361

We measured flow around active sinking particles using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) on362

short video segments. The water surrounding the spheres was seeded with 2 µm polystyrene363

spheres (Polysciences 19814). PIV analysis was performed using PIVlab [51]. The aggregates364

were masked manually; we then used a multi-pass PIV algorithm with decreasing size of the365

interrogation windows from 128 × 128 pixels to a final window size of 64 × 64 pixels with366

50% overlap. Flow fields were then time-averaged over the length of the video (typically,367
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between 1-2 s).368

We selected a subset of our particles to analyze that were either bare of Vorticella, or369

that had Vorticella in focus and with feeding current primarily directed in the focal plane.370

We also chose to analyze only video segments where the focal plane coincided with the center371

of the aggregate in the depth dimension. These choices minimized out of plane flow, so that372

most of the flows of interest could be measured. As a result of these choices, we analyzed flow373

fields for 12 video segments across 7 different aggregates (details in SI section Section 1.1).374

Aggregates ranged in diameter from 0.70 mm to 1.2 mm (mean of 0.97 mm), had sinking375

speeds of 0.2 mm/s to 5 mm/s (mean of 3 mm/s), and Reynolds numbers of 0.2 to 0.5 (mean376

of 0.3). Details of each aggregate are in SI Section 1.1, and PIV results for all measured flow377

fields are available in the Dryad data repository [52].378

For obtaining particle pathlines The images were first registered using the Registration379

plugin in ImageJ [53] to stabilize small movements relative to the camera. The pathlines380

were then obtained using the FlowTrace plugin for ImageJ [54] by taking the maximum381

intensity projection of images over a 1 second interval.382

5.3 Widths of encounter region and plume383

Using our measured flow fields, we estimated the width of the plume left behind by the384

aggregate as well as the width of the encounter region below the aggregate by following385

streamlines in our measured flow field. This is a reasonable first approach, because the Péclet386

number (Pe) for these processes is much greater than one, indicating that flow dominates over387

diffusion in most situations. In the plume, concentrations of small molecules like oxygen and388

organic solutes, as well as of motile and non-motile bacteria can be increased or decreased389

by the presence of the aggregate. Diffusion constants for these can range from 10−9 m2/s390

(for oxygen and organic solutes) to 10−14 m2/s (for large non-motile bacteria), with motile391

bacteria falling in between [6, 26, 55]. Therefore, plume Péclet numbers for our aggregates392

are ≈ 150 to 107. The Sherwood number, defined as the ratio of total mass transport to393
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mass transport from diffusion alone is also an important indicator of the relative importance394

of advection and diffusion around a sinking aggregate. For bare sinking spheres of similar395

Reynolds number to ours, the Sherwood number is 5 for Pe O(102) and 10 for Pe O(104),396

again indicating that advection dominates over diffusion [6].397

When considering the encounter region below the sphere, advection is even more domi-398

nant, and the Péclet number even higher. For instance, considering the encounter rate with399

a 100 µm sphere, the Stokes-Einstein relation gives D = 2 × 10−15 m2/s with a resulting400

Péclet number of 108 [56].401

When finding the plume width, we started streamlines in a ring around the aggregate402

at a distance of 140 µm from the aggregate surface and integrated forward in time in the403

measured flow field (Fig. 4). Streamlines that approached within 16 pixels (35 µm) of the404

aggregate surface were terminated, as the flow field measurement is noisy in this region. The405

width of the plume at each height above the aggregate is the distance between the outer-406

most streamlines. Here, choosing a distance of 140 µm from the aggregate surface can be407

considered choosing an approximate diffusion constant for the substance of interest: from a408

scaling perspective, the substance will diffuse approximately 140 µm in the time it takes the409

aggregate to sink its own diameter. This yields D ∼ 10−9 m2/s, appropriate for oxygen or410

small organic solutes.411

Similarly, we estimated the width of the encounter region below the aggregate, following412

the ideas in Humphries et al. [10]. Particles within this region of fluid would come in to413

contact with the aggregate as it falls through the water column. Similar to our plume cal-414

culation, we determined streamlines that began in a ring around the aggregate at a distance415

of 140 µm from the aggregate surface. To find the encounter region, we then integrated416

backward in time in the measured flow field. The width of the encounter region is the dis-417

tance between outer-most streamlines (equivalent to 2× λ in Humphries et al. Fig. 2 [10]).418

Choosing a beginning location of 140 µm from the aggregate surface effectively gives the419

encounter region for particles in the water column that are 140 µm or larger.420
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We compared our measured plume and encounter region widths to the known results for421

Stokes flow and Oseen’s modification to Stokes flow ([37] eqns. 4.9.12 and 4.10.3), where the422

Oseen flow was calculated for Reynolds numbers that matched parameters for each individual423

aggregate (see SI Table 1).424

For more direct comparison with work such as Humphries et al. and with theoretical425

coagulation kernels [9, 10], we extended our experimentally measured streamlines beyond426

the field of view of our experiments to a final vertical distance above and below the sphere427

of 20 times the particle radius (20a) using Oseen flow around a sinking sphere. We began428

the theoretical streamlines at the location of our experimentally-measured streamlines when429

they were a vertical distance of 2a above or below the middle of the sphere (above for plume430

measurements and below for encounter region). The width of the plume at 20a was, then,431

the distance between the outer-most theoretical streamlines. These long-distance widths432

were only calculated for particles where the distance 2a was in the field of view (N=9 for433

encounter volume and N=10 for plume).434
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Figure 1: “Active sinking particles” in natural and man made ecosystems. (A)452

A snapshot of a natural marine aggregate including a diatom chain (red arrows) colonized453

by suspension feeders (green arrows). (B) A freshwater aggregate colonized by various sus-454

pension feeders including Vorticella species, Stentor coeruleus, and flagellates, such as Bodo455

species [15]. Image from Zimmerman-Timm et al. [15]. (C) An aggregate from the Tacoma456

Central waste-water treatment plant showing dense colonization by suspension feeding mi-457

croorganisms. (D) The examples in (A), (B) and (C) constitute “active sinking particles”458

wherein the aggregate’s flow and mass transport characteristics have contributions both due459

to sinking as well as the active flows created by sessile microorganisms.460
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Figure 2: Scale-free Vertical Tracking Microscopy of freely sinking model461

aggregates with attached Vorticella. (A) Scale-free Tracking Microscopy using a “hy-462

drodynamic treadmill” allows multi-scale tracking of aggregates: observations are made at463

microscale resolution while concurrently allowing free sinking and tracking over macro-scales.464

(B) Model sinking aggregates comprising of agar spheres of radius 0.5 mm, and sedimen-465

tation speed of ≈ 1 mms−1, colonized by V. convalaria. (C) A typical 3D trajectory of an466

aggregate showing sinking over 0.7 meters in 33 mins. In general this multi-scale tracking467

method results in tracks where the spatio-temporal resolution is microns and millseconds468

while the track extends over meters and hours. (D) Concurrent microscopy images of the469

aggregate captured in real-time at a rate of 30 Hz showing the aggregate and sessile sus-470

pension feeder (red box). (E) Close-up view of the Vorticella cell demonstrating the fine471

optical resolution of the system. Arrow indicates the orientation of the cell and equivalently472

the direction in which stress is applied to the fluid.473
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Figure 3: Flow around active sinking aggregates. Each row has measurements474

for a different sinking aggregate. (A,D,G) Measured flow velocities. Arrows indicated flow475

direction and color indicates speed. (B,E,H) Streaklines formed from tracer particles over476

≈ 1 s. Circles indicate location of Vorticella and arrows indicated the direction of Vorticella477

forcing. (C,F,I) Measured velocities (solid lines) along a circle 200 µm from the sphere478

surface (e.g. blue line in panel (V)). β is the polar angle indicated in panel (V), and is positive479

to the right of the sphere and negative to the left. Perpendicular and parallel components480

of the velocity are relative to the sphere surface. Dashed lines are calculated velocities for481

Stokes flow (zero Reynolds number) around a sphere. Aggregate 1; top row; A-C: No482

attached Vorticella; a = 380 µm; U = 340 µm/s; Re = 0.3. Aggregate 2; middle row;483

D-F: Three attached Vorticella (one out of view); a = 490 µm; U = 200 µm/s; Re = 0.2.484

Aggregate 3; bottom row; G-I: Three attached Vorticella; a = 490 µm; U = 210 µm/s;485

Re = 0.2. Representative snapshots of other experimentally-measured flow fields are shown486

in Supplementary Fig. 1.487
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Figure 4: Encounter region and plume of sinking aggregates. (A-C) Streamlines488

around sinking aggregates (purple) calculated using experimentally-measured flow fields.489

Streamlines begin in a ring around the aggregate (blue circles) and are followed backward490

in time to find the encounter region for the aggregate (below the sphere) and forward in491

time to find the plume (above the sphere). Yellow lines indicates outer limits of these492

streamlines (e.g. the width of the plume and encounter region). Orange lines indicate493

theoretically calculated plume and encounter region widths, which were calculated for a494

sphere with matching radius and sinking speed. Of these, the solid lines indicate Stokes495

flow and dashed lines indicate Oseen flow. (D,E) Width of the intersection cross section496

and plume for the aggregates in panel (A) - (C). Letters indicate which panel matches497

which line and the solid line indicates that no Vorticella are attached. Widths are scaled498

by initial width at the equator of the sphere. (F,G) Long-distance encounter cross section499

and plume width (N = 9 for encounter region and N = 10 for plume). This width is500

calculated by continuing the experimentally-measured widths to y = ±20a. Solid circles501

indicate aggregates shown in panels (A) - (C) and shaded region indicates the range predicted502

by Oseen flow. (H,I) Particle coagulation kernels scaled by encounter velocity (N = 9). (H):503

The rectangular (upper triangles), experimental (circles), and curvilinear (lower triangles)504

kernels are compared for the parameters of each experimental aggregate. Stars indicate505

aggregates shown in panels (A) - (C). (I): The experimental coagulation kernel, βexp, divided506

by the curvilinear kernel, βcur (N = 9). This indicates by how much encounter rates would507

be increased in our measured flow versus using the assumptions of Stokes flow. Solid circles508

indicate aggregates shown in panels (A) - (C).509
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Figure 5: Effect of Vorticella on rotational dynamics of sinking aggregates510

(A) and (B) Microscopy snapshots of aggregates without Vorticella and with n > 7 Vorti-511

cella, respectively, with tracks of surface features overlaid. Green arrows indicate Vorticella512

locations in (B). Tracked surface features show significant excursion in (B) due to the ro-513

tation of the aggregate. (C) Coordinate system for quantifying the rotational dynamics of514

aggregates. Aggregate rotation rate is defined by ω and the rotation axis by the polar and515

azimuthal angle pairs (θ, φ), respectively. (D) Comparison of mean rotation rates of aggre-516
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gates without and with Vorticella. Results are presented over N = 7 distinct aggregates for517

the ‘no Vorticella’ condition and over N = 6 aggregates for the ‘with Vorticella’ conditions.518

Aggregates with Vorticella show significantly larger rotation rates compared to those with-519

out Vorticella (Kruskal-Wallis test comparing the three conditions χ2(3) = 257, P < 10−6 ).520

The red-dashed line shows the theoretical rotation rate for an aggregate based on a single521

Vorticella. (E) Joint-distribution of the angles that define the axis of rotation. Aggregates522

without Vorticella show a relatively uniform distribution signifying random rotation axis,523

while aggregates with Vorticella tend to rotate about axes that are parallel to the axis of524

gravity.525
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Figure 6: Our results support a new paradigm for “active sinking particles”, compared526

to the previous view of particles that passively sink with no active hydrodynamic interactions.527
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